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Kiln-form Glass Classes
with Karen Smith
Start Monday, 04 May 2015
7.00-9.30pm
6 week course, only $65 plus materials
For information and bookings
contact Bernadette
on 0423 249 953
or email fivewood@adam.com.au

Tuesday, 24 March from 10.00am - mark in your diary NOW!
Time to clean up / rearrange and organise the studio for all users.
Good opportunity to meet other potters and share.
Please join us if you can.
Morning tea provided for the working bees!

New Tables for
Ceramic Studio
The Henley Depot Woodworkers have
made 4 new tables for the ceramic/
glass studio. The wonderful and
sturdy arrangement now gives us
more flexibility and stability. The
Depot guys have produced exactly
what we needed, and were more than
helpful with design and delivery this
week. Come in and see them, thanks
to Bernadette for arranging this. ☺

Have you paid your Membership fees yet?
If not, see EFT details on the back page ...
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How to draw faces
In fact many portrait artists start with this triangle to
position the eyes and nose on the canvas or paper
before even constructing the head shape. Now look
closely at the dotted lines that drop down from the centre
of the eyes. Notice that they meet the outer edges of the
mouth.

All faces are made up of simple shapes like
anything else. In the basic steps that follow, you'll be able
to draw believable faces from any angle or position, in no
time at all.
When learning how to draw faces, you'll find that
you can get the face to 'look right' from the start if you're
aware of some standard measurements that apply to
most people's faces.
Once you realise this and practice using them,
your sketches of faces will improve no end. Indeed, this
is a vital first step if you want to move onto doing
portraits.
Remember,
practice is
everything when
learning how to
draw faces. Copy
examples from
photos,
newspapers and
magazines getting
as wide a range of sketches as you can of men, women,
young adults, the elderly, children, racial and ethnic
backgrounds and so on.
However, one step at a time. Let's get used to
drawing a 'general' face that has all the relevant bits in
the right place!

Stage 3 - Side on
Moving onto the side view of the face, you can see
that in Sketch D the oval shape is still there, except that it
has been tilted slightly to the right, with one side, (the jaw
area) being slightly flattened.
In Sketch E
another SM
comes into play.
People's ears
tend to be further
back on their
head than may at
first appear.
So the distance
from the outer
edge of eye to the
back of the ear is usually the same as the distance from
the eye to the chin.

Stage 4 - Basic Features
Right, you now have the basic shape of your face
from both the front and side views. Now we make the
head three-dimensional. Let's go back to the basic oval
for a minute (Sketch F). The dotted lines are still there
but the big difference is that they have been slightly
rounded.
Compare this to Sketch A to see what I mean. See
what happens in Sketch F?
Even though there are no features on the face, the
dotted lines on a
curve give the
clear impression
of a rounded solid
object. In this
case, it's a head,
but it could be a
ball, an egg, a
cushion or
whatever.
Now add
some basic features following the curved dotted lines as
in Sketch G and suddenly, with no effort, you have a 3D
head. It's that easy!
Again, compare Sketch G to Sketch B. Remember,
the features must follow the curved lines to achieve this
effect.

Stage 1 - The Oval
All we start with is a basic oval in Sketch A. Draw
this in lightly and don't worry if it's not perfectly
symmetrical. Few people have a head shape or features
that are identical on both sides of their face. And here's
the first standard measurement - I'll call these SM from
now on to save space.
The centre of the eyes are placed halfway down
the oval - not
about a third of
the way as you
may think. Also
the ears on line
with the eyes.
The
bottom half of
the oval can now
be split in two
again to fix the
position of the tip of the nose. The remaining space
below this is also divided in two and the imaginary line
here positions the mouth.
Even though Sketch B shows this with the eyes
and ears, nose and mouth only very simply defined, you
can see how everything 'looks right' already.
The 'standard measurements' I've just mentioned are
only a guideline, not an absolutely rigid formula that must
be adhered to. So use them as a valuable tool. Don't
become a slave to them!

Stage 5 - Movement
Now that we know how to draw faces that are
three-dimensional, it's only a small step to learning how
to move the position of the head, both from side to side
and looking at it from above and below as well.
In Sketch H I've made the dotted lines curve quite
sharply upwards to the right of the head, whilst the dotted
line for the centre line of the head is almost at the left
hand edge.
Now as soon as I put the basic features along
these lines, they are automatically positioned with the

Stage 2 - The Triangle
Now another couple of SM's to
help you. In Sketch C, the distance
between the centre of the eyes and
the tip of the nose invariably works
out an equal-sided (equilateral)
triangle.
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face looking
downwards and
to the left. In
Sketch I, I've
done the
opposite with
the dotted lines
so the face is
now looking
upwards to the
right.
The only extra mark I've added is a hint of the chin.
The best way to really get to grips with this is to put your
curved dotted lines in all sorts of positions on the head
without at first trying to fix a facial position.
Then add the features and see which way your face is
looking. You'll soon get the hang of where the curves
should go for any angle at which you want your face to
be set.

Stage 8 - The Face
Finally, we bring the whole tutorial together to
produce two 3D faces, complete with hair, shadows and
highlights.
Let's start with the two photos of the faces we'll be
using. The view of the woman is from below and to the left
whilst that of the man is above from the left.
You can see from the photos how the guidelines I've
super-imposed confirm what I've said about things like the
eyes being
half-way
down the
head and
the tip of
the nose
being
halfway
between
the eyes
and the
chin, etc.
From there, I've used the principles outlined earlier
to create these two sketches. Although I think they're a
reasonable likeness, they're only really a couple of
practice sketches, designed to prove the theories I've
mentioned actually work.
Notice also how I've added shading to bring out the
shapes of
different
parts of
the face.
The
shadows
under the
nose,
chin,
around
the eyes
and the
bottom lip
are particularly important in creating the bone structure of
the subject.
At the early stages of learning how to draw faces,
don't beat yourself over the head if the exact likeness
doesn't happen the first few times.
It does take practice until bringing all these ideas
together starts to become automatic. Remember, a few
quick sketches, each produced in a few minutes, will bring
on your skills very quickly. In fact,
sketching faces like this is not much
more than creative doodling.
However, it's an excellent means of
developing your style and drawing
confidence in small, bite-sized
chunks of time. With a bit of effort,
you can easily produce these faces
(hopefully even better!) in not much
more time
than it
takes you
to read this
article. So
go on have a go
and
surprise
yourself!

Stage 6 - Shadows & Highlights
Having achieved a 3D effect we now know how to draw
faces with the head at the correct angle. Now it's time to
add some shadows and highlights to create the essential
character of the face.
If we go to the front-on face position as in Sketch
J, you can see where some simple shadows have been
created by 'hatching'. In this case, I've assumed the light
is coming from the right, so most of the shadows are on
the left side of the face.
Although all the shadows are
important, I want you to note three
areas in particular that do more
than anything to suggest to the
viewer that features are protruding
from or set into the face.
Firstly, the shadows
immediately above both eyes - even
the right eye which is getting some
direct light - tells us that the eyes are
recessed into the eye sockets.
Second, look how the shape of the nose and the
impression that it comes forward from the face, is defined
by no more than the shadow on the left hand side and
the flattened 'V' representing the nostrils, with a little
more shadow underneath.
Thirdly, note that the bottom lip is not always
drawn in full. It often looks better if its presence is
suggested by a little shadow underneath. This shadow
then immediately
fades away and the
highlight below it
tells us that this is
the front of the chin
protruding slightly.

Stage 7 - Hair
Adding hair styles is
very
straightforward. You
can be as creative
as you like here,
both for men and
women. The
examples in Sketch
K give you some
ideas.
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Payment of class fees ...
$65 ($60 concession) payment for Term 2
painting classes (starting 27 April) must be made
by 28 March in order to secure your place.
When you make an EFT payment you MUST
write your name as reference eg: CBrown or
if you have room put your full name.
Then please let our treasurer Anne Wheaton
know with a quick email: wheaties@adam.com.au

Next year 2016, marks the
50th Anniversary of the
Henley & Grange Arts Society!
If you have any suggestions / ideas of
how we could celebrate please share
them with us. Even better, if you would
like to help organise an event, let us
know that too! Please leave a note in
the suggestion box in the painting studio.

Acc Name:
Bank:
BSB Number:
Account No:

Henley & Grange Arts Society
Commonwealth Bank
065 111
0090 1250

The Wheels of Life

Life shrinks or expands according to one’s courage. Anals Nin
Newsletter Editor
Lydia Jaworski
phone: 8294 7726 or 0412 688 346

email: lydia@picknowl.com.au

Contributions to newsletter encouraged … an artistic tale or even a joke … prefer email (or put in my pigeon hole)
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